BASE SET

Diamond Relic Black Auto Parallel

Each card in the 100-subject Diamond Relic parallel of the base set is fitted with a .14 carat, 35mm diamond and printed on 140-pt. stock. Both the Diamond Relic – Black & Black Auto parallels are numbered to just 9!

LETTERMAN PATCHES AUTO

Collect the entire nameplate of top rookies and established superstars via this fan favorite! Volume II contains new nameplates and the autographed versions are numbered as low as 10!

VOLUME II

Key Highlights

• This is the second half of the Chronology series, including current NHL® superstars and more retired players! This series represents Upper Deck’s most comprehensive living set.

• Boasts approximately 200 different signers, some of which haven’t had fully-licensed autograph cards in several years!

• Contains new Letterman and Autographed Letterman nameplates.

• Features Canvas Masterpiece autos numbered as low as 1!

• Look for Diamond and Autographed Diamond Relic cards from 100 different players.

Content is subject to change. Card images are solely for the purpose of design display. Diamonds are lab created.
Loaded with surefire hits, the Franchise History Auto insert features a stellar checklist, hard-signed autographs and team-based prefixes. The checklist includes current stars and retired stars not included in Vol. I. Also keep an eye out for the ALL NEW XRC Rookie and XRC Rookie Auto Redemption cards for the top 2020 draftees!
**CANVAS MASTERPIECE AUTO**

Tier 1

The stunning Canvas Masterpiece Auto & Canvas Draft Masterpiece Auto collections combine to feature 40 current stars and retired legends, and 10 top-flight rookies. Each card boasts framed original art from the trading card industry’s finest sports artists! Look for three low-numbered parallels (#’d to 25 or less).

**DUAL/TRIPLE/QUAD AUTOS**

The rare Dual, Triple and Quad Autos collections, combining to feature hard-signed autographs from different star-studded pairings, breaks down as such:

- Dual Autos – #’d to 25
- Triple Autos – #’d to 15
- Quad Autos – #’d to 10

---

**CONFIGURATION**

4 Premium Cards per Pack  
1 Pack per Box

**BOX BREAK**

(on average)

One (1) Base or 0 Celsius Card  
One (1) Autograph Card  
Two (2) Autograph and/or Memorabilia Cards

---

Content is subject to change. Card images are solely for the purpose of design display.